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ABSTRACT 

 
In medical diagnosis, the prediction of a disease acts as an important core in analyzing the medical 

images. The unwanted cell growth in any part of the organ is known as tumor. The tumor may be benign or 
malignant. Malignant tumor is considered to be the most dangerous tissue. So, the early diagnosis of the 
disease helps to prevent the cancer. In women, breast cancer is treated as the most significant issue. There are 
various researchers studied about the prediction of breast cancer. This paper aims to review on various data 
mining techniques that are specifically considered on breast cancer prediction.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Breast cancer is one of the most dangerous diseases in women. The research done in breast cancer 

proved that this disease to be top cancer killers amongst women. The origin of breast cancer is the malicious 
tissue formed from the milk ducts. 30% of the women are suffering from the breast cancer. As indicated by [2] 
in the year 2008, the affected rate of breast cancer is458, 503 passings throughout the world. In the year 2009, 
one million new cases were analyzed [3] [8] and in the year 2010 one and half million new cases were analyzed 
in women. In view of right on- time discovery and treatment breast cancer patients are still alive after six a 
long time from the diagnosis [3] if specialists have the potential to recognize it. In this way, an early 
expectation of this disease can lead in decrease of death rates. The study directed in [4] proposed that the 
survival rate of the following five year of conclusion is 88% and if there should be an occurrence of 10 years, it 
is 80%. Thusly, it is vital to recognize this life-debilitating sickness at the earlier stage to increase the 
survivability of breast cancer patients. One of the major clinical issues of breast cancer is the prediction of 
malignancy at the earlier stage. The risk factor of breast cancer in women is as follows [5] [6] [7]. 
 

 Being a woman  

 Growth of age 

 BRCA1 and BRCA2 breast cancer gene.  

 Lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) 

 History of breast or ovarian cancer  

 A family history of breast, ovarian or prostate cancer 

 High tissue density on a mammogram  

 Higher biopsy displaying atypical hyperplasia  

 Menopause stage 

 No children  

 Frequent exposure of x-rays  

 First child after age 35 

 High bone density  

 Overweight in case of menopause 

 Hormone level in postmenopausal  
 

This paper is organized as: Section I describes the basic terms in breast cancer and its present view 
and status in the breast cancer. Section II portrays the various studies conducted by the experts in the aspects 
of four approaches namely, Decision Tree (DT), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Genetic Algorithms (GA) and 
Support Vector Machines (SVM). At last, the summary about the reviews in discussed in Section III.  

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
 Several researchers studied on predicting earlier way of breast cancer diagnosis. The learning systems 
is of data mining techniques, machine learning techniques and the hybrid form of data mining and machine 
learning systems [9]. The following algorithms are widely used in breast cancer prediction: 
 

1. Decision Trees 
2. Artificial Neural Network  
3. Genetic algorithms  
4. Support Vector Machines 

 

Decision Trees 
 

The best classification algorithms widely used in medical applications is the decision trees. It is in form 
of graph based systems [10]. The eminent decision trees algorithms were Quinlan’s, ID3, C4.5 and C5 [11]. The 
representation of a generic decision tree is given by: 
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Fig 1: Representation of decision tree [1] 
 

 In [18] the researchers discovered three diverse data mining techniques for the forecast of breast 
malignancy survivability. They suggested decision tree as the best indicator with 99.6% approximation. They 
used an expansive dataset with 10-fold cross approval. Researchers utilized C5 learning system as the decision 
tree systems to show better results in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.  K. Rzyszt of Fujarewicz 
et.al. [13] investigated that the utilization the Recursive Feature Selection (RFR) system for finding imperfect 
quality subsets for malignant cells classification. They discovered that RFR strategy has the capacity to discover 
the smallest subset for the prediction of breast cancer. Parvesh Kumar and SiriKrishan Wasan [15] analyzed on 
colon information set utilizing distinctive decision tree algorithms. They discovered the minimum rate of error 
which leads to easier breast cancer prediction. G.Sujatha et.al[16] studied on ID3,C4.5 and CART classifiers for 
better precision and execution time to build the tree. It is noticed that C4.5 performs well for tumor datasets, 
if accessible datasets are utilized as it may be. Among these three systems, C4.5 is the best one for improved 
information set of Primary tumor and for improved Colon tumor information set both ID3 and C4.5 exhibited 
the best accuracy. K. Rajesh et.al [21] endeavored to characterize SEER breast cancer information into the 
groupings of "Carcinoma in situ" and "Threatening potential" utilizing C4.5 systems. The prediction results 
showed that 94% accuracy in training phase and 93% accuracy in testing phase. In [20], the authors D. Lavanya 
et.al analyzed the performance of decision tree classifiers on various medical datasets in terms of accuracy and 
time complexity and proved that CART is the best. 
 

Artificial Neural Networks  
 

Artificial Neural Networks is the form of Neural Networks. A biological oriented network is formed to 
predict the breast cancer. The representation of the neural network is given as: 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Representation of neural network [2] 
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 ANN ought to be modified for every application else it leads to poor performance. The black box 
technology is the demerit discovered in ANN. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) has been utilized for the breast 
malignancy prediction in [21], [22]. In [21] the authors applied ANN on two distinctive breast malignancy 
dataset. Both of these datasets utilizes the morphometric attributes. An enhanced ANN model [22] has been 
utilized. Back propagation has been utilized to prepare the systems. Back propagation comprises of three 
layers a) Input layer b) hidden layer c) output layer. The predetermined model uses the likelihood nature and 
distinct the patients with the remarks good or bad. Several researchers utilized three-layer feed forwad ANNs 
with sigmoid function. In [1] used the ANN with multilayer perceptrons. It worked similar to the [21]. In any 
case, the distinction in the middle of [21] and [22] is the dataset. [22] Utilizes much greater dataset also, 
furnishes a decent investigation with the customary TNM neural framework. They guarantee that ANN can 
give vastly improved exactness when contrasted with the conventional TNM framework. ANN's accuracy 
achieved as high as 81%. It can even reach to 87% with the expansion of couple of more demographic 
variables. 
 

 Val'erie Bourd`es [17] et al., 2010 have presented the article in neural system with logistic regression. 
They framed Adaptive Reasoning Theory (ART) and compared with previous algorithms RBF, PNN and Multi-
Layer Perceptron (MLP). They enhanced accuracy rate with lessened time. In this paper [18],neural system is 
extremely used for information mining in the aspect of better robustness, adaptive and fault tolerance. A 
reinforcement learning techniques has been proposed to predict the breast cancer. They reduced noisy in data 
with high accuracy. In [19], they discussed in non-linear statistical data modeling tools. They found a strong 
pattern between input and output which resolved higher rate of fault tolerance. In [20], the back propagation 
method is used as supervised neural network for breast cancer prediction using feed forward neural network. 
This study [21] portrayed the time series based neural networks. They studied on linear models such as Auto- 
Regression Moving Average (ARMA) and Auto- Regression (AR). Some parameters affect the performance of 
neural network such as quality of data preprocessing and neural network structure [21]. 
 

Genetic Algorithms  
 

 Genetic algorithms are dynamic heuristic techniques. A genetic fitness function is calculated to find 
the genetic approach. In [23] utilized the genetic systems for the forecast of breast tumor. This system is 
hybrid with the decision tree, ANN and logistic regression. They used 699 records acquired from the breast 
cancerous patients at the University of Wisconsin. They utilized 9 indicator variables and 1 result variable for 
the information investigation with 10-fold cross approval. The researchers asserted that their genetic 
prediction model gives precision as much as 99%. Lipo Wang, Feng Chu, et al., [22] proposed the cancer 
prediction using gene expression data. They found the minimum gene probability. Two approaches were 
proposed namely, gene selection and gene ranking scheme. Based on the ranking scores, the prediction of the 
malignant breast cancer is detected. They also employed T-test and class separablity. In [24], a semi supervised 
ellipsoid method was proposed to detect the multiclass cancer classification. Each attribute is labeled and 
similar labeled data are clustered to detect the disease. The examining methods include dartificial resampling 
of the information set. This can have the capacity to under examining the majority class[24],[25] and over 
examining the minority class[26],[27]or by consolidated the over and undersampling systems in an ordered 
way [28]. The class imbalance problem is solved by the binary feature selection. The mean between two 
classes with its threshold is estimated to solve the duplication of the data. The feature values are binarized 
before setting the threshold value [29].  Sometimes, there may be continuous feature selection in handling 
machine learning algorithms. These metrics method classified into Pearson correlation coefficient, feature 
assessment by sliding thresholds, FAIR and signal to noise correlation coefficient. These methods are designed 
to operate a continuous data and do not require any preprocessing of the data to work. All the experiments 
has conducted using MATLAB SPIDER package. Xiao et al distinguishing Differentially Expressed (DE) qualities 
from high-throughput gene expression estimations, by considering the parameters p- value and biological 
relevance [30]. A better gene ranking was framed using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA).The gene 
expression information acquired through such advances can be valuable for some applications in 
bioinformatics, if legitimately examined. For example, they can be utilized to encourage gene prediction [31]. 
Several gene expression schemes do not provide the accuracy and efficiency of data mining systems [32]. One 
of the primary difficulties in characterizing gene expression information is that the number of gene is normally 
much higher than the quantity of analyzed examples. Likewise, it is not clear which qualities are critical and 
which can be overlooked without lessening the classification improvement. Numerous example 
characterization methods have been utilized to break down microarray information. The characterization of 
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the recorded examples can be utilized to arrange diverse sorts of dangerous tissues as in [33], where 
distinctive sorts of leukemia are distinguished, or to recognize harmful tissue from ordinary tissue, as done in 
[34], where tumor and typical colon tissues are investigated.  
 

Support Vector Machines  
 

 Support Vector Machines belongs to the class of supervised learning systems. It is one of the best 
optimization procedures. This reduces the over-flowing of the trained data. The goal is to find the optimized 
decision boundaries to predict the breast cancer at the earlier stage. C-Support Vector Classification Filter (C-
SVCF) algorithms was used to spot and kill exceptions in breast malignancy survivability information sets. 
Consequences of their methodology demonstrated performance enhancement of breast tumor survivability 
expectation models by enhancing information quality. This script unmistakably draws consideration towards 
the utilization of SVM for anticipating better survival rates. [12] Gaussian bit nonlinear SVM is connected to 
focus Survival curves and decision on chemotherapy  for new patients by allocating them to one of the three 
gatherings (Good Prognosis, Average Prognosis, Bad Prognosis) without the requirement for lymph node 
status. Xiaowei Song [35] utilized different machine learning methods also, acquired great survival rate. A least 
square SVM was proposed for the predictive analysis of breast cancer. They employed logistic regression using 
sigmoid function under ROC curve.  H. Yusuff [36] proposed logistic relapse model for breast malignancy 
investigation, where he validated the mammogram tests. A different SVM techniques based on benign and 
malignant classification was framed. A hybrid SVM system was framed with the advent of linear and Radial 
Basis Function, logistic regression with regularization parameter and k- nearest neighbor. These systems 
provided a better prediction of breast cancer.  
 

In [37] SVM was trained using linear, polynomial and radial basis function (RBF) kernels and applying 
PSO to each kernels for different datasets to get better accuracy for BC, Lung cancer and Heart diseases. In [39] 
a model that did a simultaneous optimization for SVM kernel parameters and feature subset without 
degrading the SVM classification accuracy was introduced. In [38] a study compared PSO based ANN, Adaptive 
Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) and a case-based reasoning (CBR) classifier with a logistic regression 
model and DT model. Support Vector Machine [35] utilized a nonlinear mapping to move the training data into 
the view of high dimensional spaces. This new dimension allowed searching for linear optimal hyper plane. The 
SVM discovered this hyper plane utilizing support vectors and edges. The Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a 
general class of learning architectures, propelled by the statistical hypothesis. 

 

SUMMARY 
 

 Breast cancer is one of the dangerous cancerous diseases amongst women. The probability rate of 
breast cancer is increasing globally. An earlier detection of the tumor cells leads to decreased rate of mortality. 
Henceforth, an accurate and efficient prediction should be obtained. One major class of problems in medical 
science involves the diagnosis of disease, based upon different tests performed upon the patient. The most 
innovative and challenging task in medical applications is the predictive results of the disease. There are 
varieties of data mining techniques. Each method possesses its own merits and demerits. This paper intends to 
provide the reviews conducted by the various experts in the field of data mining systems. From the above 
study, we can infer that there is a still lack of early diagnosis, accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the breast 
cancer data.  
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